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In Number XLII. of your excellent Journal I adduced a few cases of skin abnormities with observations, leading to the conclusion that the influence of the male is greater than that of the female parent in the transmission of the skin texture to the progeny. I am veryfar, indeed, from thinking that what I offered was, in all respects, a complete demonstration, even with the additional proofs which I now bring forward. All that is claimed for these papers is that they give collective instances, and belong to what Bacon calls Instantice Manipulares?that is, general facts, comprehending a number of particular cases, tending to carry us on to the discovery of causes, and assist towards a higher generalisation. r\ My former paper referred chiefly to the texture,?I now enter upon the hereditary transmission of the COLOUR of the human skin.
Hereditary Transmission of Albinism or Leucopathia.
Although occasionally occurring among all the human races, the albino peculiarity is extremely rare in this country ; and I have only met with the individual instance which I shall now record, with the details of the family history, so far as they bear upon our present inquiry.
A. S., a miner, and his wife, are aged 39, their birtli-days being within 26 hours of each other. They are both tall, healthy, and of fine physical organisation.
The husband is very dark-skinned and black-haired ; the wife fairskinned, and with light sandy-coloured hair. The children are 9 in number, and divided into two distinct varieties, viz.:?4 boys, dark-skinned and blackhaired, like the father; 3 boys and 1 girl with the albino characteristics; and 1 girl, fair, but not an albino?the latter 5 resembling the mother. The skin cy. The heads always the light, "fulgida vero lux sive ineridiano sereno ccelo, sive candelarum aliusva ignis;" and when subjected to a glare of light, reflected from snow or the fire, the eyes are in a state of constant oscillation. The pupils are red, and iris pinkish. These children are in truth almost blind, and totally unfit to pursue any occupation. Their forms are slender, and their minds partake of their bodily weakness. The whole nervous and vascular systems indicate defective vigour, and countenance the opinion held by many, and propounded by Blumenbach, that they are a degenerated class?" varietas gentilitia ex morbosa affectione."
In this case the hereditary abnormities of the skin are clearly due to the mother; but, in tracing back the source of this albinism, I find it originally appeared in a male?the grandfather by the mother s side. This agrees with all the cases of skin peculiarity reported in my former paper (and I know no instance to the contrary ), that all had their origin in a male progenitor. 1 shall here set forth cases of the albino characteristics from various writers:? Case 1 and 2.?Two albino women bore black children to black men. Case 3.?Another albino woman bore an albino child to a black man. Case 4.?A white negress had a black daughter by a black man.1 Case 5.?A white African woman (whose parents, brothers, and sisters were all black) was married to a black man, and had a black child.
Case G.?A white negro, with dirty woolly hair, reddish-biown ejes, and very weak sight, was the son of a white negro. His mother, three brothers, and *wo sisters, were black ; one sister was white like himself.2
The following cases may be placed in the same category : In the foregoing Table there appear only two instances in which the colour seemed to be, or was, derived directly from the mother; and one of these a case of twins, in which one child was black and the other white. Balancing the number of the offspring in these eight cases, the influence of the male is very notable. Nos. 1 and 2 are stated to have born children who were black, but the number ?f children is not mentioned by Mr Jefferson; and, taking them at two each, the comparison stands thus:?
Number whose colour of skin was due to the father, 9 Do. do. do.
to the mother, 2 Lawrence says, " I know no instance of two albinoes being matched together; but when they are paired with common negroes, the offspring is generally black.
When we proceed to the intermediate shades of skin colour, we also find further proof of the hypothesis we are constructing :?that the transmission of skin colour and shin peculiarities is chiefly from the male parent. It may be expected, however, that the proof is not quite so clear with the medium tints as with the extreme cases of black and white. In his Narrative of Twenty Years' Residence in South America, Mr W. B. Stevenson states, that he has always remarked, in cases where parents are of different castes, that the child receives more of the colour of the father than of the mother. In Lima, where the best opportunities of observation were had for the examination of this question, he drew up a Table of a general nature; and it is to be regretted that he did not verify his inquiry, by statistics founded on a collection of particular instances. The following is an extract from this Dr Winterbottom gives an account of a family, of which the father was black and the mother a mulatto. One-half of the children were almost as light-coloured as mulattoes, and the other was jet black, like the father.
Estwich, in his History of Jamaica, says, that the mulatto is a medium betwixt the European and African ; and the colour is more or less yellow-brown or tawny, according as the European father may have been fair or dark.
The offspring of a quadroon woman and a white man take the colour from the father,?the stain of the blood and the woolly hair disappearing gradually. The colour in the third generation generally becomes European; and the peculiar taint from the greatgrandmother is then only discoverable by its strong diagnostic odour. Li obedience to this same rule or law, if the offspring of a white woman and a black man be matched successively by a black man, and this repeatedly done, the maternal colour is lost, and the paternal is prevalent. This, I think, is a strong proof that it is not, as we vainly allege, the nobler blood of the European that prevails, but that it is the superior influence of the male over the female in transmitting the blood colour to the skin.
The hair being the product of the skin, we may naturally expect to find also the transmission of its characteristics from the male. Accordingly, we observe the woolly and crispy hair, in almost every case, follow from the father when a negro ; and the sleek hair belong to the offspring when the male parent is European. n a young^ woman, residing in Edinburgh, and born of white Ah'nV ^ but whose mother, before her marriage, had a ' 1L y ;l negro, Dr Simpson particularly noted that the hair had the negro characteristics. ongenital alopecia, or baldness, is extremely rare. The only ease 1 know of is that of Beauvais, as reported by Rayer; and we <iie told that it was transmitted by the father, who presented the same defective development as the son.
lvecurnng to the analogy of the lower animals, we have further proof of the greater influence of the male than of the female pai'ent upon the colour and other peculiarities of the skin and hair. When Among birds, we notice that in cross breeds the colours are generally derived from the male. The feathers of the feet of grouse, for example, disappear when the pheasant is the male parent. The ram gives the quality to the wool of sheep, and is selected tor this purpose. Black rams are uniformly rejected for breeding, because of the transmission of their colour.
The male wolf and bitch give progeny with skin colour, ears, and tail like the wolf; and the dog and she-wolf afford animals with slouch ears and pied colour.
A black and white sow, covered by a white boar, takes the white colour of the male in the next litter.
The hybrids of the male ass and mare resemble the ass in their coarseness and colour of hair; and the hinny by the stallion has the fine skin and vari-colouring of the horse.
The famous chestnut mare of the Earl of Morton being, in 1815, covered by a quagga or wild African ass, the hybrid had black bars on the legs and shoulders; and although only covered once by the quagga, had successively three foals, in 1817, 1818, and 1821, all which had unequivocal skin-marks derived from the quagga.
Sir Gore Ousely's mare, covered by a zebra, gave birth to a striped zebra.
There are curious examples (known also in the human races) of * he influence of a male extending to several generations, even when the female is impregnated by another male.
Many other examples are at hand, indicating a general law in animal physiology, that the male has the chief influence over the propagation of the texture, colour, and peculiarities of the skin, and le hair the product of the skin. Query : May not the great questio vcxata, as to what are and what are not young salmon, be complicated by the fact, that trout males and salmon males materially alter the appearance ? General Phison, December 1858.
